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We have raised our children in a kind of spiritual isolation. Not purposely, but it’s what our call has 

demanded.  Living in the most agnostic/atheistic place in the world doesn’t come without cost. One of 

which is the dire lack of Christian fellowship.  If one is seeking a life with any modicum of spiritual 

encouragement, I’d advise to stay far away from the Bohemian lands.  It was one reason among many that 

we did decide to relocate to Prague last year, the opportunity for some degree of fellowship for our 

children.  

Any biblical instruction they have has come only by what we have given them.  Sure, we’ve read evening 

devotionals with them at bedtime and try to spiritually encourage them, but I notice that they have not had 

the benefit of the same foundation I received growing up in a church with Sunday School and opportunities 

for spiritual growth from a young age.  Sunday School is not a standard church program here, and when it 

has been, it was initiated by us…their parents.  It’s a heavy weight of responsibility trying to raise biblically 

literate and God-loving children without a functioning church family present in their lives. Our irregular 

furloughs have been a tremendous blessing in this regard. 

  

  



I met another missionary couple last week and had a 

conversation about just this thing. What a blessing it is on 

furlough for our children to be surrounded by a church family, 

but how difficult and stressful it is because of the expectations 

on ‘missionary kids’. Most people assume they should be the 

most spiritually mature children in the room, not realizing it is 

likely quite a different reality for families serving on spiritually 

barren fields.  I grieve for what my children have not had in this 

regard. But mostly, there is a latent fear. A fear that we’ve not 

been enough. A fear that they will never know how to function 

as part of a community of faith. A fear that we’ve sacrificed our 

own children for the sake of another.  A fear of being judged 

when we come out of our ‘jungle’ and try to reconnect to the 

body. 

You can imagine then our great joy that our eldest daughter Erica, has been enthusiastically serving the 

Lord this past year.  Erica has not only been a tremendous help with our camps and events, preparing 

powerpoints and managing some of the technical production at church, but she has also branched out into 

other ministries. Most notably she had the time of her life serving at Word of Life camp last Summer.  She 

spent 3 weeks serving and would have spent all Summer if we didn’t need to recall her home to help with 

our own camp.  We’ve been so glad for the opportunities for ministry and fellowship with other bible-

believing Christians that Word of Life has brought into Erica’s life.  It probably sounds odd, or like we must 

have low expectations, but truly to just see our daughter functioning out in a Christian realm apart from us 

feels like such an accomplishment from where we’re standing. It is only by God’s grace that our children 

can grow in the harsh environment we’re raising them in. Please Lord, more grace. 
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